Abstract This paper introduces a new ensemble approach, Feature-Subspace Aggregating (Feating), which builds local models instead of global models. Feating is a generic ensemble approach that can enhance the predictive performance of both stable and unstable learners. In contrast, most existing ensemble approaches can improve the predictive performance of unstable learners only. Our analysis shows that the new approach reduces the execution time to generate a model in an ensemble through an increased level of localisation in Feating. Our empirical evaluation shows that Feating performs significantly better than Boosting, Random Subspace and Bagging in terms of predictive accuracy, when a stable learner SVM is used as the base learner. The speed up achieved by Feating makes feasible SVM ensembles that would otherwise be infeasible for large data sets. When SVM is the preferred base learner, we show that Feating SVM performs better than Boosting decision trees and Random Forests. We further demonstrate that Feating also substantially reduces the error of another stable learner, k-nearest neighbour, and an unstable learner, decision tree.
Introduction
Existing ensemble methods such as Bagging, Random Forests, Random Subspace and Boosting generate multiple global models from a single learning algorithm through randomisation (or perturbation) in order to improve predictive accuracy relative to a single model. The reliance on global models and randomisation (or perturbation) also means that only unstable base learners can be used for these ensemble methods because only unstable base learners generate sufficient global model diversity through randomisation or perturbation. This excludes many stable base learners that, when applied directly, may produce more accurate individual models for the given learning task. Unstable learners will generate substantially different models when there is a small perturbation on the training data; whereas stable learners generate models that differ little in the context of small perturbations. Examples of stable learners are Naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbour classifiers and support vector machines. Decision tree learners are a typical example of unstable learners. This paper introduces a fundamentally different approach to ensemble learning, which induces diverse local models, rather than global models, in distinct local regions of the feature-space. The proposed ensemble approach constructs all partitions of the feature-space that are defined over a fixed number of attributes and learns a local model in each partition. This approach can be applied to both stable and unstable learners, and trains faster than existing ensemble methods because each local model is learned using a substantially smaller data set than learning a global model using the whole data set. The reduction in training time will be more pronounced when the learning algorithm has high order polynomial time complexity. In addition, our approach will continue to get improvement by increasing the level of localisation for as long as the data quantity is sufficient to support the level of localisation and the base learner does not produce a global model with Bayes optimal error for the problem.
The proposed work is distinguished from existing work on ensemble methods based on (i) global models that rely on randomisation (such as Bagging (Breiman 1996) , Random Forests (Breiman 2001) ) or perturbation (Boosting (Schapire and Singer 1999) ), feature subset selection/search for ensembles (Opitz 1999; Oza and Tumer 2001; Ho 1998) , and (ii) localised modelling (such as NBTree (Kohavi 1996) and Lazy Bayesian Rules (Zheng and Webb 2000) ) by:
• Employing a complete enumeration of feature-space subdivisions to build a set of local model variants for each point in the feature-space that ensures no duplicate feature-space subdivisions. In contrast, methods that build global models through randomisation (or perturbation) may contain many replicating local regions in their seemingly different global models;
• Utilising local models in a way that provides more model diversity than existing learners which either heuristically identify or randomly select a small set of feature subsets to build global models (see Sect. 2.3 for more details); and
• Enabling either randomised or enumerated implementation. We show in this paper that the proposed approach improves the predictive accuracy of a single model and decreases the time required to generate an individual model, as the level of localisation increases. For example, in one of the largest data sets we used, building one model in the proposed ensemble using support vector machines (SVM) takes less than onehundred-eightieth of the time required to train one single SVM model! The approach works for both stable and unstable models such as decision trees, k-nearest neighbours and SVM.
Our research generalises the approach of Average One-Dependence Estimators (AODE) (Webb et al. 2005) which uses an exhaustive set of one-dependence estimators to form an ensemble. We show that this strategy is applicable to any base learning algorithm, and extend it beyond the single attribute level of localisation employed by AODE. In other words, AODE is a special case of the approach we propose in this paper. Our research focuses on developing a generic ensemble approach that is parameterised to control the level of localisation and can employ a wide range of learning algorithms to generate the base models for ensembles. The research is also informed by work on random ensembles (Breiman 1996; Liu et al. 2008) , recognising the limitations of existing randomisation approaches.
In this paper, we first focus on the stable learner SVM and show that Feating performs significantly better than Boosting, Random Subspace and Bagging in terms of predictive accuracy, and is significantly faster, especially when training a single SVM requires a long time. We also study Feating's performance with respect to increasing level of localisation, and show that it works well with different types of base learners. We then demonstrate that Feating performs better than some common ensemble methods particularly in domains where SVM is a very accurate base learner. Finally, we demonstrate that Feating offers the flexibility to allow the user to switch readily from an unstable base leaner to a stable base learner (or vice-versa) in order to improve predictive performance across different domains.
Feature-Subspace Aggregating
A local model formed from instances similar to one we wish to classify will often be more accurate than a global model formed from all instances (Frank et al. 2003) . However, in the general case we do not know the relevant distance metric so do not know what local neighbourhood to use. We propose to use many local distinct neighbourhoods, creating an ensemble by applying the base learner in each.
Our approach is guided by the principle that smaller problems, as a result of FeatureSubspace Aggregating, are easier to solve than a single global problem. It subdivides the feature-space into non-overlapping local regions in a single subdivision; and ensures that different subdivisions provide the distinct local neighbourhoods for each point in the featurespace. There are many ways a feature-space can be subdivided. Instead of using heuristics, we subdivide the feature-space exhaustively based on a user-specified number of features to control the level of localisation. The set of exhaustive feature-space subdivisions forms the basis to develop a new ensemble method which aggregates all local models or a random subset of these local models. We call the proposed method Feature-Subspace Aggregating or Feating.
We describe the enumerated version of Feating in Sect. 2.1, provide the time complexity analysis in Sect. 2.2, and explain the randomised version of Feating in Sect. 2.3.
Definition and implementation
Let X be the input n-dimensional feature space with A d denoting the d-th feature, and Y denote the set of classes representing the underlying concept, which is to be learnt from a training set of size m, D := {(x a , y a ) | a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}}.
Let e : X → {0, 1}, and e(x) is a conjunction of h atoms over A 1 , . . . , A n (or h conditions). The subspace and its complement confined by e are given as follows:
We define an h-subdivision as: R = i r i = X, where ∀i = j, r i ∩ r j = ∅, r i are mutually exclusive subspaces that cover the entire feature space using conjunctions of h features, and h ≤ n 2 . A learning algorithm f is used to build a local model f (r i ) for each subspace r i .
Let r k i be a subspace i of an h-subdivision k. The set of all distinct h-subdivisions, in which no two r subspaces are equivalent or a subset of another between any two h-subdivisions, is defined as follows:
where C h n is the binomial coefficient. In other words, for each point in the feature space, there are exactly |Rh| distinct r k · subspaces in which a local model is trained in each r k · . Although these subspaces are distinct, it shall be noted that the local models cannot be guaranteed to be distinct in at least two circumstances: (i) When the data distribution is such that data only exist in r · ∩ r k · for some subspaces; and (ii) there are strong correlations among attributes. Nevertheless, the Rh condition minimises the number of redundant local models in an ensemble.
Feating is an ensemble method which combines all local models generated from Rh or a subset of Rh.
An example of Feating in binary domains
In a domain of n binary attributes, the featurespace can be subdivided into two half-spaces n ways, where each such subdivision uses one of the n attributes. Extending to subdivision using h attributes, the feature-space can be subdivided into 1 2 h -spaces in C h n ways, where h is the number of binary attributes used to do the subdivision. In general, an h-subdivision is one of the possible non-overlapping subdivisions of the feature-space using h attributes. The exhaustive set has C h n h-subdivisions for a given feature-space defined by n attributes.
Let us consider that a subspace is a local neighbourhood of a point x in the feature space. Applying the subdivision, each point x has exactly C h n different local neighbourhoods; and x is the minimum intersection of all the local neighbourhoods. Each subspace is defined by one conjunction of h conditions. For example, {A 1 = 0 and A 2 = 1} defines a subspace constrained by attributes A 1 and A 2 and their specified values. The exhaustive set of x's local neighbourhoods contains all the different training data sets from which x can be modelled (by using a learner to produce one local model for each local neighbourhood). Models learned from these distinct local neighbourhoods can be viewed as the representative local models for x. For example, if the feature space is defined by four binary attributes A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and A 4 and x = A 1 = 0, A 2 = 1, A 3 = 1, A 4 = 0 ; for h = 2, six sets of quarter-spaces r i of two dimensions are shown below, where each column indicates the attributes used (with an implied value for each attribute) in each quarter-space:
Level 2 which define all six local neighbourhoods for x. This example shows the enumeration method we employed to generate C h n h-subdivisions in a Feating ensemble which can be done without attribute selection. This is implemented as function 'attributeList' shown in Algorithm 1. This requires a ranking of attributes to be done beforehand. We implement this ranking using information gain in the function 'rankAttribute'.
h specifies the level of localisation-a high h signifies a high level of localisation with a reduced training data size in each subdivision; and only attribute subsets, which do not Level Tree The data structure we propose, which implements the Feature-Subspace Aggregating mentioned above, is called a Level Tree. It is a restricted form of decision tree where each node at a single level of the tree must use the same attribute. Figure 1 shows an example of a Level Tree defined by three attributes: A 1 , A 2 and A 3 . A local model is trained from data in each leaf of the tree and it is attached to the leaf. To classify an example x, one first traverses the tree from the root to a leaf following the branches that x satisfies. Then the model at that leaf is applied to x to produce a classification. A Level Tree 2 with local models is thus equivalent to a single global model, ready to predict when a test instance is presented. Using Feature-Subspace Aggregating, the structures of all possible h-subdivision Level Trees (without local models) can be generated with minimal cost by enumeration since no attribute selection is required, unlike in the case of ordinary decision trees. Subdivision for numeric attributes will be considered in the same manner as a cut-point selection in an ordinary decision tree using a heuristic such as information gain. As a result, though each attribute can appear at one level only in a Level Tree, the cut-points used for a numeric attribute on different nodes of the same level can be different.
The training data is filtered through the branches in the Level Tree as each node is created. If the training data is less than some minimum number (n min ) before a branch reaches the required level h or all instances belong to the same class, a leaf is formed; and the majority class of instances at the leaf is used for prediction. Otherwise, a local model is trained for each branch that has a level h. The default setting, n min = 4, is used in all of our experiments reported in this paper.
Algorithm 2 shows the procedure to build a Level Tree. The aggregation of all possible Level Trees of h-subdivision forms an ensemble. To make the final prediction, the predictions from all Level Trees in an ensemble are aggregated using a simply majority vote, like in bagging.
Time complexity analysis
Assume an algorithm with time complexity O(m p ) is used to generate 2 h local models in each binary Level Tree of h-subdivision, where m is the number of training instances and p is a constant. The total execution time of generating a single binary Level Tree is in the order of 2 h m p , ignoring the time to generate the structure of a Level Tree which is negligible by comparison in nominal attribute domains.
3 Further assume uniform data distribution and every increment of h reduces the number of instances in each subdivision by half. Thus, the ratio of reduction in execution time (T R ) for each Level Tree as a result of a single increment of h is given as follows:
Compared to generating a single global model, the ratio of reduction in execution time for generating a single model in Feating of h-subdivision is thus 2 h(p−1) . Generalising to b-nary trees, where b ≥ 2, the ratio of reduction will be b h(p−1) . This reduction may be viewed as an upper bound because of the uniform data distribution assumption. In contrast, most ensemble methods employing randomisation have the ratio of reduction approximately equal to one since generating a single model and each of its variants from a base learning algorithm requires about the same amount of time when using the same data size, defined by the same number of features. Figure 2 shows an example of the ratios of reduction in execution time of a single model using Feating with quad trees (i.e., b = 4 because each attribute in this domain has four labels) at h = 1, h = 2, and h = 3; and Feating employs three different base learning algorithms: J48 (decision tree), IBk (k-nearest neighbour where k = 5) and SVM which have 
Return node end if /* n min -#instances required before a split is allowed. */ if D belongs to the same class or |D| < n min then
Return a leaf labelled with the majority class end if
Return node different time complexities. We also compare them to Boosting J48 with ensemble sizes equivalent to the three settings of h. The data set (coding) consists of a total of 20000 instances, and the result is averaged over a 10-fold cross-validation. Note that we are applying . The reduction ratio for Boosting is relatively modest and is less than that for Feating J48.
Randomised version of Feating
Feating can be implemented in more than one way, including a randomised version which randomises the Feature-Subspace Aggregating process (i.e., selecting a random subset of Rh), as opposed to the randomisation/perturbation in the instance space like bagging or boosting, and randomisation in the model building process as in Random Forests. This implementation completely avoids the issue of enumerating all C h n models as in Feating without randomisation.
The above randomisation enables feature-subspace subdivisions (i.e., Level Tree structure) to be built without access to the training data; and each Level Tree structure can be constructed very quickly.
Here we show that randomisation can be applied in two parts of the Feature-Subspace Aggregating process. First, Feating randomly selects a subset of h-subdivisions to form an ensemble of a user required size. This ensures that every h-subdivision in an ensemble is unique, without duplication from Rh.
Second, the division at each node of a level tree can be randomised. This can be implemented as follows. For numeric attributes, randomly select a cut-point for division; for nominal attributes having l > 2 labels, randomly select a dichotomy (that splits l labels into two non-empty subsets) from a total of C 2 l dichotomies. Randomised Feating has two advantages relative to Feating without randomisation. First, the random selection allows Feating to form an ensemble of a smaller size than C h n for domains with large n. Second, random divisions at each node of a level tree allows Feating to form an ensemble of a larger size than C h n for domains with small n, by generating multiple rounds of C h n h-subdivisions where each round consists of random variants of other rounds. Note that multiple rounds of C h n h-subdivisions necessitate the relaxation of the condition in (1) to include h-subdivisions which contain r · ⊂ r k · . In doing so, there is a small chance that r · = r k · between some h-subdivisions in the ensemble. Randomised Feating, implementing the two ways of randomisation mentioned above, has the following number of violations of the Rh condition. Let e be the required ensemble size, and d > 1 be a constant. If e ≤ |Rh|, then every h-subdivision is unique with no violations. If |Rh| < e ≤ d × |Rh|, then the total number of violations of the Rh condition is e − |Rh| and every unique h-subdivision is violated a maximum of |d − 1| times.
Randomised Feating is different from Random Subspace (RS) (Ho 1998) in three key aspects. RS builds an ensemble of global models, each learned from a random feature subset. The first difference is that, RS builds each global model from all data points, albeit with a reduced feature set; whereas Feating builds local models using local training sets defined by subspaces in Rh. Second, the diversity of RS models is confined to the set of C h n feature subsets only, assuming h is the number of selected features; whereas the model diversity in Feating is further enhanced by b (h+1) different local models in each of the C h n feature subsets, assuming in a b-nary domain. In effect, each RS model is forced to exclude a subset of the features (those not selected) and is free to utilise as it sees fit the remaining features to build a global model, whereas each Feating model is forced to include, albeit implicitly, a subset of features (those selected to build the level tree) and is left free to utilise those remaining to build local models. Third, for an algorithm with O(nm p ), the training time for RS is expected to be reduced by half only, when h = n/2 is used in order to have the maximum diversity; whereas the training time for Feating is expected to be reduced in the order of
. Conceptually, Random Forests (Breiman 2001) uses an unrestricted form of tree which means the set of possible subdivisions is a lot larger than Rh, and many of the subdivisions have local regions which are either equivalent or a subset of another-violating the Rh condition. Note that Randomised Feating only violates the Rh condition when e > |Rh|; and the number of violations is bounded, as described above. In contrast, it is possible that all trees in a Random Forests ensemble violate the Rh condition, where each tree has at least one subspace which is a subset of a subspace in another tree, i.e., ∀ ∃k = , r · ⊆ r k · ; and for a fixed ensemble size, the total number of violations in Random Forests can be expected to be substantially larger than that of Feating because the tree structure is unrestricted.
Empirical evaluation
We design our experiment to examine the properties of the proposed Feating approach and compare it with Boosting, Random Subspace and Bagging. The experiment is conducted under the WEKA platform (Witten and Frank 2005) . We use the k-nearest neighbour, support vector machine, decision tree, Boosting, Random Subspace and Bagging implementations in this platform (i.e., IBk, SMO, J48, AdaBoostM1, RandomSubspace, Bagging). The three base learning algorithms are selected because of their differing characteristics that we want to examine in Feating. They are algorithms which produce different degrees of (un)stable models; have significantly different time complexities; and SMO and J48 have substantially higher training time than testing time, whereas IBk is a lazy algorithm and hence spends most time in the testing process. k is set to 5 for IBk; J48 produces an unpruned decision tree whenever it is used; all other settings are as in the default settings. For Random Subspace, each base model is built using n/2 features randomly selected from the feature space. All experiments are carried out on an OpenPOWER 720 Power5 Linux Cluster with 8 gigabyte main memory (www.vpac.org). A total of eleven data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Asuncion and Newman 2007) are used. These data sets are selected because their data sizes and number of features vary substantially. Table 1 provides the characteristics of the first eight data sets used, together with the total number of h-subdivisions at each level of localisation for Feating. Table 7 lists the characteristics of the three data sets in which SVM with quadratic kernel is a more accurate base learner than J48 and SVM with linear kernel. Because none of the base learners (used in this study) can perform consistently well across all these data sets, they are good examples to illustrate how our approach deals with this problem.
All experiments for a fixed ensemble size are conducted using 10-fold cross-validation. When a curve is presented which shows the performance of an ensemble with a range of ensemble sizes, the result for each ensemble size is obtained from one run of train and test with either a 9:1 random split into training and testing sets or the given training and testing sets. We measure the performance in terms of error rate and execution time per model or total execution time for each ensemble. We measure a total of training and testing time in each data set and then divide the total time by the ensemble size to give the average execution time per model in order to demonstrate the time reduction in comparison to that of a single ordinary model. We also use a pair-wise t-test with 5% level of significance to examine whether the difference in error rates is statistically significant between two algorithms.
We first study the performance of Feating without randomisation in the first three sections. In Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, we focus on Feating SVM. 4 We then show that Feating also works well with other stable and unstable learners in Sect. 3.3. In Sects. 3.4 and 3.5, we study the performance of Feating with randomisation. We demonstrate that Feating is the preferred ensemble method in domains where a stable learner such as SVM is a more accurate learner than an unstable learner such as decision trees. Further discussion in Sect. 4.2, we also show that stable and unstable base learners can have different levels of predictive performance across different domains; and an implementation called Feating-mix allows the better-performing base learner to excel without choosing explicitly between two different base learners. This is a significant advantage because the effect is achieved without the need to introduce a new mechanism (e.g., to increase model instability) or resort to combining different ensemble methods.
Feating SVM
The aim of this section is to demonstrate that Feating SVM decreases both the error rate and the execution time per model of SVM as the level of localisation h increases.
The error rate and execution time of Feating SVM are presented in Table 2 . Averages and geometric means of the performance ratio (using SVM as the reference) over the eight data sets are presented in the last two rows of the table. They show that the average error rates decrease monotonically from 12.79% for SVM to 9.36% for Feating SVM at h = 3. The geometric means of performance ratios show that Feating decreases the error rate of SVM by 20% at h = 1 and 45% at h = 3. There are a few exceptions to the general trend which occur in wave21 and dna. The error rate spike at the highest level of localisation in the dna data set are likely due to the effect of a low number of training examples relative to the high branching factor and high number of attributes. This data set has 60 nominal attributes, each having four labels, and a data size of 3186 examples only. Many branches in the Level Tree have no or a very small number of training examples when h = 3. SVM requires more training examples in order to produce a reasonable model; thus it can only tolerate up to h = 2. The number of poor performing local models in such branches becomes sufficiently large to affect the performance of the ensemble when h is high. Thus, domains with many multi-label attributes require to either have large data size or use a low level of localisation when employing Feating.
In terms of execution time, the geometric means in Table 2 show that Feating reduces the time to construct and test a model to 27% of SVM at h = 1 and 14% at h = 3. The general trend persists in every single data set for Feating SVM from SVM to h = 1 and h = 2. However, there is a slight increase in execution time at h = 3 (relative to h = 2) in four of the eight data sets. This is likely due to the increase in difficulty (relative to those in the lower levels) in converging to the final SVM local models as a result of small data size in subdivisions at a high h level. Table 2 Average error rate and execution time (in seconds) for constructing and testing one model of SVM and Feating SVM at h = 1, 2 and 3 levels of localisation. Entries with boldface (resp. italic) indicate that the error rates are significantly lower (resp. larger) than those of a single SVM, in a pair-wise t-test with 5% level of significance
Error rate
Time per model Table 3 compares the error rates of Feating with Boosting, Random Subspace (RS) and Bagging using SVM as the base model. Boosting makes little or no improvement on the predictive performance of SVM, except in one data set (anneal). RS actually increases the error rates relative to that of a single SVM model and becomes significantly worse in five out of eight data sets. It manages to significantly lower the error rate of the single SVM on the dna data set only. Bagging makes no significant improvement on the predictive accuracy of SVM in all but one data set. In contrast, Feating reduces error rates in seven out of eight data sets; the differences are significant in all data sets, except the wave21 and wave40 data sets.
In Table 4 , the total time results show that Feating uses significantly less time than Boosting in the three most time consuming data sets (coding, nursery and dna), in which training a single SVM takes a long time. Notably Feating of eight h = 1 trees with sixteen local SVM models uses only a slightly more time than a single global SVM model in nursery, but almost halves the error rate. Also note that Boosting SVM takes significantly more time in nursery than a single SVM model because the changed data distribution increases the training time significantly for training individual models. In comparison with Bagging, Feating runs faster on all data sets, without exception. RS runs faster than Bagging in all data sets and faster than Boosting in six data set; but it is still significantly slower than Feating in the three most time consuming data sets (coding, nursery and dna).
RS is shown to have worked with SVM by Tao et al. (2006) to improve the retrieval performance for relevant feedback in an image retrieval application. Each SVM in RS is trained from a small training set obtained from relevance feedback; the ensemble is shown to perform better than a single SVM trained from a small training set. As far as we know there is no other evidence that RS works well with SVM in the general setting. In particular, there is no evidence that it works well with a large data set where the variance will be low. Kim et al. (2002) show that Bagging SVM improves the predictive accuracy of SVM with a small margin in two data sets. This result is consistent with our result shown in Table 3 which reports minor improvements in three data sets but no improvements in the other five data sets.
Feating J48 and Feating IBk
To demonstrate that Feating performs well on both unstable and stable base learners, we present the results of Feating J48 and Feating IBk in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. J48 is a C4.5 decision tree classifier (Quinlan 1993) and is a good representative from unstable base learners, whereas IBk is a k-nearest neighbour algorithm and is a good example of another stable base learner. Table 5 presents the average error rate results of the experiment using J48 and three levels of localisation for Feating J48. They show that the average error rates decrease monotonically from 13.60% for J48 to 7.95% for Feating J48 at h = 3, and similarly the geometric means drop monotonically from .70 (at h = 1) to .56 (at h = 3). The same trend happens in most of the data sets. The only exception is the segment data set, in which its error rate increases slightly from h = 2 to h = 3. This small fluctuation is mainly due to the small data size. Table 5 also summarises the execution time to construct and test a single model. It shows that Feating reduces the execution time for constructing and testing a single model as the Table 5 Average error rate and execution time (in seconds) for constructing and testing one model of J48 and Feating J48 at h = 1, 2 and 3 levels of localisation. Entries with boldface indicate that the error rates are significantly lower than those of a single J48, in a pair-wise t-test with 5% level of significance
Error rate
Time per model J48 Feating J48 J48 Feating J48 level of localisation increases. The geometric mean ratios indicate that Feating at h = 1 only needs 39% of the time to construct and test a model of J48 and this can be further reduced to 22% at h = 3. The reduction in execution time over a higher level of localisation occurs monotonically in most data sets. The same trends are also observed from the results of IBk and Feating IBk in Table 6 the error rate and execution time also decrease with increasing levels of localisation. In fact, the amount of execution time reduction achieved by Feating IBk (at h = 3) is reduced to just a mere 9% of IBk.
The above results further show that Feating is a general ensemble method that works well for both stable and unstable learners.
Why use Feating instead of Boosting or Random Forests?
Our results in the previous three sections show that Feating has two key advantages relative to other ensemble approaches: (i) the reduction in execution time per model as the level of localisation increases; and (ii) it works well with both stable and unstable learners. Therefore, Feating is useful when the data size is large or the computational complexity of the base learner is superlinear with respect to the number of training examples, and it is particularly useful in domains where stable learners outperform the alternatives. Table 7 shows three such example domains where SVM with quadratic kernels (SVMq) is a more accurate base learner than J48 and SVM (with linear kernels); and Feating (with randomisation) can be used to further improve its predictive performance. The result in Fig. 3 shows that Feating SVMq performs significantly better than Boosting J48 and Random Forests, two commonly used ensembles, in all three data sets.
Boosting SVMq has an error rate of 21.72% in the usps data set, there is no improvement to the error rate of the single SVMq (which also has 21.72% error rate). Furthermore, Boosting SVMq on the pendigits data gives a higher error rate of 2.72% than 2.1% for a single SVMq. These poor results are not surprising because boosting is known to work for unstable models only (Breiman 1998) . Previous approaches that have applied boosting to Table 7 The three data sets in which SVM is more accurate among several base learners used in this study. The randomised version of Feating must be used, especially in the first two data sets where |Rh| is prohibitively huge. All experiments for these data sets use one run with the given training and testing sets SVM have used it to select a subsample to scale up the efficiency of SVM for large data (Pavlov et al. 2000) or improve predictive accuracy for small data sets only (Li et al. 2005) . The boosting procedure is restarted when the termination condition is met (Li et al. 2005) , and different values of the kernel parameter are used in order to increase model diversitythis increases the training time of a normal boosting process without reducing the training time for individual SVM, which is infeasible for large data sets. In contrast, Feating not only scales up the efficiency of SVM, but also significantly improves its predictive performance, as we have shown in Sect. 3.1. For the most time consuming connect-4 data set shown in Table 8 , Feating SVMq of 100 models takes 1.7 dayswhich is about one-tenth of the time (16.3 days) to train one single SVMq model! Boosting SVMq of 100 models in this data set is estimated to take about 4.5 years! Boosting has no mechanism to reduce the runtime. Boosting or other ensemble methods that build global models would be infeasible for algorithms with high computational time such as SVMq in large data sets. Note that while it is possible to reduce the runtime by tuning the machine characteristic to speed up the runtime of a specific base learner, the key difference of ensemble methods between Feating and Boosting in terms of their ability to reduce runtime is independent of this machine tuning. Note that despite being a tree-based ensemble, Random Forests still take about half of the time required by Feating SVMq in the pendigits data set. In the connect-4 data set which has a high number of instances, Feating SVMq takes about 20 times longer than Random Forests; but in the usps data set with a high number of features, Random Forests take close to 20 times longer than Feating SVMq.
Feating (with randomisation) using SVMq and J48
To demonstrate the flexibility of Feating, we apply the randomised version of Feating to use SVMq and J48 base learners on the eight data sets. Figure 4 shows that Feating SVMq and Feating J48 produce a lower error rate than their respective base learners; the only two exceptions are wave21 and nursery, where Feating SVMq's error rates are marginally higher than that of SVMq.
These results also reveal the need to use different types of base learners in different domains. Feating J48 outperforms Feating SVMq in half of the data sets, i.e., segment, anneal, satimage and coding. For the other four remaining data sets, Feating SVMq outperforms Feating J48. To improve predictive accuracy, we can readily switch the base learner from J48 to SVMq or vice-versa. There is no need to change to another ensemble method in order to use a different type of base learner, or to introduce an additional mechanism to increase the instability of SVM. This feature of Feating is a significant advantage over many existing ensemble methods, which are mainly restricted to using unstable models.
Discussion

Algorithmic issues in Feating
Here we will discuss five algorithmic issues that affect the operation of Feating: h and n min settings, missing value treatment, aggregation method, and attribute ranking. Fig. 4 Error Rate Curves for Feating J48 and Feating SVMq. The error rate for Feating SVMq in the nursery data set is very small (about 0.015%), so its error rate curve is not visible from the plot. Randomised Feating is used here. The result for each ensemble size in each curve is obtained from one run of train and test, where 10% of data is randomly selected as a test set and the remaining 90% is used as a training set The setting of h in a particular data set is influenced by four factors: (i) training data size m, (ii) branching factor b in Level Tree, (iii) the base learner employed, and (iv) computing resources in terms of time and space. Because a high level of localisation is preferred, we first discuss how to determine the upper limit and then suggest ways to set a lower value if necessary. We have set the upper limit of h = n/2 in Sect. 2.1 because it produces the largest ensemble size C n h . While it is possible to use a higher h value, this has two disadvantages: the tree becomes too large and the data size at each leaf may be too small to train an accurate model.
A rule of thumb to set the upper limit (lower than h = n/2 for large n) is h < log b m M , assuming b-nary Level Trees are built from a training set of size m, where M is the minimum data size required in order to build an accurate local model. This explains the poor predictive performance for Feating SVM in the dna data set when h = 3 (shown in Table 2 ). If we set M = 100 for SVM, then the upper limit should be h < log 4 3186 100 = 2.5. As a result of setting h = 3, many local models are trained from small data sizes and consequently have low accuracy.
Here we provide two ways in which h may be set in practice, if the computing resources do not allow the upper limit suggested above to be used. First, especially for the randomised version of Feating, it is possible to avoid setting an h value altogether by using an h value selected at random from [2, n/2] to build each model in the ensemble, resulting in a mixture of models built from a range of h values in the ensemble. Figure 5 shows two examples in which Feating SVM using random h performs equally well or better than that using h = 3. It shall be cautioned that while this works for many data sets we have used, it does not work for all data sets.
Second, one may employ a binary search to find an appropriate h value from [1, n/2] for a particular data set-start with h = n/2 or a reasonable value if n/2 is too large; and end the search when the predictive accuracy begins to decline. We find that an ensemble of 10 models is sufficient to provide an indication of its final performance for each h in the search process. For example, in the three data sets described in Sect. 3.4, Feating SVMq uses h = 21, h = 50 and h = 3 in connect-4, usps and pendigits, respectively, after a binary search. In the case of usps, we start with h = 50 (instead of n/2 = 128) because n/2 is too large; it is possible that a higher h could produce a better result in this data set. The highest h values are found in just two examinations in the binary search for connect-4 and usps.
The default setting of n min is 4 so that as many as possible of the branches of the Level Tree are grown to the user specified height. If we were to relax the Rh condition, then n min may be set equal to M, the minimum data size required in order to build an accurate local model. Alternatively, we could build a local model at a leaf at level h only if it has at least M training instances; otherwise a majority vote is employed instead. These variants may improve the predictive performance and reduce the runtime of Feating reported in this paper.
Missing values in a test instance are treated as follows. If there is no branch for missing values (a result of no missing values in the training set), then the majority class at the node is used as the predicted class. This treatment is the same when there is a leaf with no training data, the majority class of the parent node is used as the predicted class. In the only data set which has missing values, i.e., anneal (where twenty out of thirty-eight attributes have more than 90% values missing), this simple treatment has served pretty well in Feating, as evidenced from its results in this data set. However, there may be room for improvement. For example, instead of predicting using majority vote, one may opt to aggregate predictions made by local models only and ignore predictions which cannot be made using local models. DePasquale and Polikar (2007) have shown promising results using this selective aggregation in ensembles.
Feating uses a simple majority vote when aggregating results from individual models. A weighted majority vote approach (Cerquides and Mantaras 2005; Yang et al. 2007 ) can potentially be beneficial too.
The attribute ranking in Algorithm 1 is purely for the purpose of enumeration in the way we have described in Sect. 2.1. The ranking is not required if the randomised version of Feating is used or Feating always uses all C n h models. However, if a subset of Rh is used (in the enumerated version of Feating) which comes from the initial subset of the enumeration, then, the order is important. It shall be noted that using the reverse order to that provided by information gain produces a poor Feating result in our current implementation. This is because attributes with high information gains produce more homogeneous subregions, thus better performing local models in the initial subset of the enumeration.
Other issues
Irrelevant attributes have no impact on Feating's ability to reduce predictive error rate through increased localisation. This is demonstrated in the wave40 data set in Tables 2, 5 and 6. This data set is the version of the wave21 data set with 19 additional irrelevant attributes. Feating SVM, J48 and IBk in wave40 achieves a similar level of predictive performance as that in wave21, as the level of localisation increases to h = 3. In fact, irrelevant attributes employed in Level Trees serve to reduce their effect such that local models are built without these irrelevant attributes. In other words, given sufficient data at the local regions, local models built under Level Trees can be expected to perform better than a global model which needs to battle with more irrelevant attributes.
Our work on the ensemble of stable learners also complements recent SVM research. For example, Tsang et al. (2005 Tsang et al. ( , 2007 and Fan et al. (2008) have shown that it is possible to improve the runtime of SVM significantly; and Yu et al. (2010) have devised a SVM method when data cannot fit into memory. Despite these advances, SVM are still stable learners which prohibit them from being a successful base learner in an ensemble, when using existing ensemble methods. Feating remains the only ensemble method that can improve the predictive accuracy of SVM and its execution time per model.
There has been little previous research into ensembles for stable learners. The bootstrap model average method introduced by Davidson (2004) creates global models from multiple Randomised Feating is used and the result for each ensemble size in each curve is obtained from one run of train and test with a 9:1 random split of the given data set bootstrap samples to form an ensemble of Naive Bayes. Because bootstrap samples cannot create sufficient model diversity in stable learner, the improvement (mainly due to model averaging) is small in a practical sense, even though the results can be statistically significant. Similar results when applied to bagging SVM are shown in Kim et al. (2002) . In another work (Tao et al. 2006) , bagging is used in conjunction with random subspacing to increase SVM's instability with the aim to improve predictive accuracy. The use of global models in these approaches means that the methods will struggle to work for large data sets because, unlike Feating, they cannot reduce the execution time required to train individual models.
A number of researchers have investigated local learning in a single global model only (e.g., Atkeson et al. 1997; Klanke et al. 2008) . They perform local weighting to avoid unnecessary bias of a single global function. To the best of our knowledge, Feating is the first approach to ensemble local models.
Previous approaches to increasing model diversity mainly focus on manipulating the instance space (e.g., bagging and boosting), randomising the model building process (e.g., Random Forests) or feature subspacing at the global level (e.g., Random Subspace.) In contrast, model diversity in Feating is derived from different subsets of instances and different feature subsets at the local level most appropriate to every test instance. In addition to the ability to employ either stable or unstable base learners, Feating opens a new way to increasing model diversity-by allowing a mixture of stable and unstable base learners in a single ensemble. For example, Feating may be used to include both SVM and J48-all within a single ensemble. This can be implemented by randomly selecting either SVM or J48 with equal probability under the current randomised version of Feating. In a situation in which extensive experimentations cannot be afforded, this implementation could perform close to the better performing Feating SVM or Feating J48. Figure 6 shows two such examples in which Feating SVM or Feating J48 performs better than the other in different data sets, yet Feating-mix (i.e., Feating mixing SVM and J48) delivers a performance similar to the better one in both cases, without the need to select a specific base learner. Furthermore, Feating-mix requires a runtime in-between those taken by Feating J48 and Feating SVM. For example, Feating-mix takes 27 seconds, whereas Feating J48 and Feating SVM take 12 and 127 seconds respectively in the anneal data set.
Relaxation of the attribute independent assumption of Naive Bayes has been the initial motivation for AODE (Webb et al. 2005) where the base learner is a Naive Bayes classifier, with the aim to reduce attribute independence assumption. Since Feating is a generalisation of AODE and it is applicable to learners with or without an attribute independence assumption, this suggests that attribute inter-dependency is not critical to the success of the Feating approach. Indeed, the success of Feating with added random variables (wave40) provides further support for this conclusion. Rather, a complete enumeration of all possible local regions for every point in the feature space ensures successful ensembling because (i) it provides a maximum diversity of models at every point in the feature space; and (ii) it includes local models in the ensemble that take account (albeit implicitly) of each combination of features in turn (those in the Level Tree branch leading to the local model), irrespective of the base learner's learning biases.
Future work
This work opens up many avenues for future research. First, the 'distinct local regions'-Rh condition can be taken in two opposite directions: (i) Relaxation of the condition-it is unclear how far we can relax the condition before the Feating approach breaks down. The randomised version of Feating has a small degree of relaxation. It would be interesting to see whether a complete relaxation will work-by using a completely random tree (Liu et al. 2008 ) and then build local models at the leaves. (ii) Maintaining the condition-a possible way to uphold the condition while further increasing model diversity under Feating is to aggregate all local models produced through different projections, in addition to those provided in the original feature space.
Second, instead of defining a subspace using a rule, one may use a functional to subdivide the feature space. The functional employed shall possess a parameter akin to h which enables a user to adjust the desired level of localisation.
Third, it may be worthwhile to search for a subset of local regions. The search may pay off with a smaller ensemble that performs better than the one using the whole set or a random subset. This can be achieved using either a pre-pruning method or a post-pruning method.
Fourth, Level Trees are built solely based on the characteristics of the feature space (i.e., feature types and available values), independent of the complexity of the problem or base learner used. There may be merit in influencing how the local regions are constructed (dependent on the base learner used) in order to build a better performing ensemble, albeit at a computational cost. For example, subsumption resolution (Zheng and Webb 2006) has demonstrated the potential value of exploiting attribute inter-dependencies within AODE, where Naive Bayes is employed. It would be interesting to explore whether such techniques are applicable within the more general Feating approach. This issue is closely related to the third issue we have discussed above, which could possibly be tackled in one step.
Fifth, Feating is designed for large data sets. Small data size does not allow high h to be used; this limits the model diversity and algorithmic speedup that can be achieved otherwise. It may be possible to use some feature reduction method (e.g., random projection (Bingham and Mannila 2001) ) so that the number of features is reduced to a size commensurate with the data size for Feating to work in small data sets.
Sixth, our findings with regard to random h setting and Feating-mix (reported in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, respectively) need further investigation to ascertain the conditions under which they will perform well.
Conclusions
This paper shows the advantages of using local models in ensembles. This is a significant departure from existing ensemble methods that utilise global models through randomisa-tion (or perturbation) on the training data or of the training process. The proposed Feating approach possesses the same property of existing ensemble approaches, i.e., increasing ensemble size improves an ensemble's predictive performance, with two added advantages.
First, Feating significantly reduces the execution time for each model as the level of localisation increases. Our analysis shows that the ratio of reduction is in the order of b h(p−1) when an algorithm with time complexity O(m p ) is employed to generate local models in Feating's b-nary Level Trees of h-subdivision. In other words, the reduction becomes more pronounced when the algorithm has high order polynomial time complexity with respect to the size of the training set.
Our empirical results show that Feating learns each model faster-Feating is an effective way to speed up SVM to make ensembles feasible for SVM; and Feating SVM is significantly faster than Boosting SVM, Random Subspace SVM and Bagging SVM for large data sets. We also show another unique feature of Feating that is not available to other ensemble methods: building multiple SVM models can both reduce learning time and improves accuracy relative to a single SVM model. Second, Feating is an ensemble approach which is more generic than existing approaches; many of which are limited to unstable models. Both stable and unstable models such as SVM and decision trees can be used in Feating to improve their predictive performance by increasing the ensemble size through increasing level of localisation. This advantage enables a mixture of stable and unstable base learners to easily form an ensembleFeating-mix, which contains both J48 and SVM local models, achieves the better predictive accuracy of Feating J48 and Feating SVM. In addition, we demonstrate the utility of Feating over existing strong ensembles-Feating SVMq outperforms Boosting J48 and Random Forests when SVMq is the preferred base learner, in comparison to a decision tree.
These advantages are a direct result of using local models rather than global models in the ensembles, and the Feating approach ensures that there are no duplicate local regions in which the same data is used to generate multiple local models in the ensemble-ensuring maximum model diversity.
